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lO. CONSTRUCTION Of SOME LINEAR SYSTEMS
LEMMA 10.1: Let IDI be a complete. non-special linear system
and let be the (I DI, P) -orders, where n=dimIDI. Then
the (ID+PI,P)-orders are O, io+1, ... ,in+1.
THEOREM 10.2: IfIDI 1S a complete, non-special, classical,
linear system and lO' I IS a complete, base-point-free, linear
system, then 10+0 1 l IS classical.
Let PE," and IEt io'" .. in be the (f0,P)-orders for f0 canonical,
Then
i 5 •
io+I=OI .... ,ig_I+I= 0g
there does not exist f
are the
in K("),
Weierstrass gal2.§. al P; that
regular outside p. such that
ordp(f)=- ai'
THEOREM 10.3: Let PE\',' and let al ..... a g be the Weierstrass
gap sequence al P. If the linear system !?)= IdPI for some positive
integer d. then the (f0,P)-orders are 10,1, ••• ,dJ'..ld-a.la. < dl.11-
THEOREM 10.4: With P and "r ..... ag as above, let V be a canonical
divisor, 5 > 2 an integer. and !?}= IV+sPI. Then the (2},P)-orders
are
• - 1
.. , for i=O,l •... ,5-2,
f,ori=l ..... g.
THEOREM 10.5: Let P In ~ be an or,dinary point for the canonical
linear system IVI and assume that IVI is classica!. Then. for
any TI such thrtt O < TI 2. g-l. the linear system g, = IV-nPl IS a
classical g -l-ny without base points. and P is g-ordinary.2g-2-n
An important result an linear seri es is also worth noting.
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THEDREM 10.6: The gener ic curve of genus g has a
anI y if
nd > n+1 g+n.
Il. THE ESSENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
n
Yd if and
Given the curve ~ with its linear systern of hyperplanes and with
N the number of its GF(q)-rational points. consider the set
fF= {PIP~ c Hp! ; compare §4 far the pIane. So PefF _
fq
• • • • • •
fq
o n
det
(io) (j o)
ODt fa Dt f n =• • •
• •
• •
• •
(in-l) Ci n - I )
Dt fa • • • Dt f n
To glve an outline first, take the classical case In which
i .=io So, let
1
fq
• • • • • • • •
fq
o n
f • • • • • • • • f no
W'=det • •
• •
• •
D(n-l)f
• • •
D(n-I)f
o n
If W' # O, then W is a function of degree
